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1 Smooth Fano Polytope
2,3 smooth Fano polytope $D$
$d$ smooth Fano polytope $’\rho$ polytope
1. $d$ lattice polytope
2.
3. dual polytope $\prime p^{s}$ lattice polytope
4. face simplex
5. facet $Z^{d}$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
(1) $-(3)$ reflcxive polytope $(4)$ simplicial polytope
$\emptyset bro([11])$ 7 smooth Fano polytope 2, 3 smooth
Fano polytope ( $\emptyset$bro([11])
)
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$n$ $k$ ffi- smooth Fano polytope $P_{n,k}$
$F_{n,k}(x)= \int_{C}f_{n,k}(x, t)^{-1}t_{1}^{-1}\cdots t_{n}^{-1}dt_{1}\cdots dt_{n}$
$f_{n,k}(x,t)$ Smooth Fano Polytope $P_{n,k}$ $\{a_{1},\cdots,a_{m}\}$ $a_{m+1}=O$
$f_{n,k}(x,t)=\Sigma_{i=1}^{m+1}x_{i}t^{a}$: $x$ $\tau_{x}=\{t\in(\mathbb{C}^{*})^{n}|f(t,x)\neq 0\}$ $c$
$H_{n}(T_{x},\mathbb{C})$ cycle
Example 1 (smooth Fano polytope )
3 $0$ smooth Fano polytope $P_{3,0}$ $P_{3,0}$ $\{(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1),(-1,-1,-1)\}$
$F_{3,0}(x)= \int_{C}(x_{1}t_{1}+x_{2}t_{2}+x_{3}t_{3}+x_{4}t_{1}^{-1}t_{2}^{-1}t_{3}^{-1})^{-1}t_{1}^{-1}t_{2}^{-1}t_{3}^{-1}dt_{1}dt_{2}dt_{3}$
$A$
$(\begin{array}{lllll}1 1 1 1 11 0 0 -1 00 l 0-1 00 0 1-1 0\end{array})$
$A$ - $\beta=(-1,0,0,0)^{T}$ $A$ - $H_{A}(\beta)$
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2 $D$
$D$ ([9], [10], [12])




holonomic $D$ $I$ $x_{1},\cdots,x_{m}$ $J$
$J=(I+\partial_{1}D+\cdots+\partial_{m}D)\cap D’$
$D’$ ([9],
[10], \’i12] $)$ $D$ generic $b$
$I$
$\int_{C}f(x_{1},\cdots,x_{m},x_{m+1}, \cdots,x_{n})dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}$
( $C$ m-cycle) $f(x)$ holonomic $D$ $I$
$I$ $x_{1},\cdots,x_{m}$ $J$ $J$ $P$
$P=P_{0}+\partial_{1}P_{1}+\cdots\partial_{m}P_{m}$ $(P_{0}\in I,P_{1}, \cdots, P_{m}\in D)$
$P$
$P \cdot\int_{C}f(x)dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}=\int_{C}(P\cdot f(x))dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}(P\in D’$ $)$
$= \int_{C}(P_{0}+\partial_{1}P_{1}+\cdots\partial_{m}P_{m})\cdot f(x)dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}$
$= \int_{c}(\partial_{1}P_{1}+\cdots+\partial_{m}P_{m})\cdot f(x)dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}(P_{0}\in I$ $)$
$= \int_{\partial C}f(x)dx_{1}\cdots dx_{m}=0$
ExamPle 2 (2 smooth Fano polytope )









$D=\mathbb{C}\langle x_{1},x_{2},x_{3},x_{4},$ $t_{1},t_{2},$ $\partial_{x_{1}},\partial_{x_{2}},$ $\partial_{x_{3}},\partial_{x_{4}},\partial_{t_{1}},\partial_{t_{2}}\rangle,$ $D’=\mathbb{C}(x_{1},x_{2},x_{3},x_{4},\partial_{x_{1}},$ $\partial_{x_{2}},\partial_{x_{3}},$ $\partial_{x_{4}}\}$
$J$
$(x_{4}^{3}+27x_{1}x_{2}x_{3})\partial_{x_{4}}^{2}+3x_{4}^{2}\partial_{x_{4}}+x_{4},9x_{2}x_{3}\partial_{x_{4}}^{2}-x_{4}^{2}\partial_{x_{1}}\partial_{x_{4}}-x_{4}\partial_{x_{1}},9x_{1}x_{3}\partial_{x_{4}}^{2}-x_{4}^{2}\partial_{x_{2}}\partial_{x_{4}}-x_{4}\partial_{x_{2}}$ ,
$-9x_{1}x_{2}\partial_{x}^{2}4+x_{4}^{2}\partial_{x_{3}}\partial_{x_{4}}+x_{4}\partial_{x}3,$ $-3x_{3}\partial^{2}x_{4}-x_{4}\partial_{x_{1}}\partial_{x}2,$ $-3x_{2}\partial_{x_{4}}^{2}-x_{4}\partial_{x_{1}}\partial_{x_{3}},$ $-3x_{1}\partial_{x_{4}}^{2}-x_{4}\partial_{x_{2}}\partial_{x_{3}}$ ,
$-\partial_{x_{4}}^{3}+\partial_{x_{1}}\partial_{x_{2}}\partial_{x_{3}},$ $x_{4}\partial_{x_{4}}+3x_{1}\partial_{x_{1}}+1,$ $-x_{4}\partial_{x_{4}}-3x_{2}\partial_{x_{2}}-1,$ $x_{4}\partial_{x_{4}}+3x_{3}\partial_{x}3+1$




$CPU;XeonX5470(3.33GHz),$ $Memory:3.6GB$ , $Risa/Asir([14])$ , package: $nk_{-}restriction.rr$ )
$Ann$ ( $D$
([8]) $)$ 3 (
)






$f,g$ $\angle g$ $i$ $Ann_{D_{g}}\angle$
$i$ ( $(0,1)$ $i$ ) $D$ $Ann_{Dg}^{(i)f}$
syzygy
Algorithm 1 ( [3])
: $1g\zeta$ , $i$
: $i$ $Ann_{Dg}^{(i)\zeta}$
1. $i$ $\partial^{\alpha}(\alpha_{1}+\cdots+\alpha_{n}\leq i)$ $P=\Sigma a_{\alpha}\partial^{\alpha}$
$a_{\alpha}$
2. $P$ $\angle g$ $0$
$a_{\alpha}$ syzygy (
)
Example 3 ( )
2 smooth Fano polytope $P_{2,0}$
$f_{2,0}(t,x)= \frac{1}{x_{1}t_{1}^{2}t_{2}+x_{2}t_{1}t_{2}^{2}+x_{3}+x_{4}t_{1}t_{2}}$
1




2. $n(t,x)=0$ $a_{i}$ $n(t,x)$ $a_{i}$ $C_{\dot{2}}$
syzygy Syz $(c_{1}, \cdot\cdot\cdot,c_{7})$








[2] 2 $f$ weighted homogeneous $Ann_{D}^{(1)}\frac{1}{f}=Ann_{D^{\frac{1}{f}}}$
1, 2
Algorithm 2 ( )




3. $J$ holonomic $J$
$J$ holonomic $m$ 1 step 2
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ holonomic $Ann_{D^{\frac{f}{g}}}$ holonomic $m$ $+$
$Ann_{D_{\dot{9}}}^{(m)\zeta\angle}=Ann_{D_{g}}$ holonomic
Example 4 ( )
Castro, Ucha $([2/)$ {F$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ 2 $f=x^{4}+y^{5}+xy^{4}$ (Reiffen curves)
$\frac{1}{f}$
$Ann_{D}^{(1)}\frac{1}{f}\subseteq Ann_{D}^{(2)}\frac{1}{f}=$ Ann $D^{\frac{1}{f}}$







(3 5 smooth Fano polytope )
(Algorithm 2) AppAnn 1
$|3|$ 17 $|$ 0.21 $|$ $-$ $|-|-|$
1
3 12
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